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Nicolas Chuaww from Tanzania,   Dung beetle roles the dung into a ball on the earth. 

The fields are being released. It collects more particle and accumulates more fields until 

it becomes almost a perfect sphere. As it rolls around nano layers.   (:25). Talking about 

the absorption of energy and mass of the center to the plasma.  The expansion is due to 

the weakness in the magnetic which allows the gravity to expand. The case of the earth is 

different, due to different MG fields, the gain of layers on this planet is due to the 

interaction of the layers. We are continuously showered by cosmic dust whose MG fields 

are absorbed. In Scandinavia the earth gets showered with rays of Cu, but it's different in 

different parts depending on the fields. Conversion according to the MG field. the 

internal MG field coming from center of earth determines what the Gans will become as 

matter, depending on the environment.  (:41). Same situation happened with Mike, great 

teaching but the assumptions not correct, he then disappeared without correcting his 

knowledge. So the center mass changes, but if it increase to a point where it would 

change to different element.   Fusion doesn't exist the way current man believes.  

Coulomb's barrier is the strength of the atmosphere in relation to the plasma of the solar 

system. What they call fusion is like trying to put to eggs together and crushing their 

fields. Squeezing the magnetic fields and then colliding them, impossible.  For example, 

Plutonium as a plasma traveling through space is only a plasma, when it enters earth's 

fields it becomes Plutonium. Here is center error, "there is no He in the center of stars 

getting created". The heat generated in the center of the stars is due to the frictions of the 

plasmas. They become plasmas of different strengths. Supernovas, gets layered, they 

don't fused, they are dynamic plasmas. So scientists are all wrong, Keshe refused 

diploma, so Queen Mary College sent his diploma wrapped in Toilet paper roll, he values 

diploma that is not based on knowledge as toilet paper. The man who makes 

ASSUMPTIONS is the one without knowledge.  (:52). Part 3.   When 2 plasmas interact, 

for example a man and a fish, when you throw the fish line in the water you have create a 

line of interaction, even if fish doesn't come, through your intention to catch fish, and 

fish's will to survive. Same with the asteroid and the earth, come in on the gravitation of 

the sun. When we see Matter we think it's finished, but we see the Matter only when the 

MG fields reduce to level we can see, but it's not fixed. The neutron, proton and electron 

are still plasmas, and there interactions with environment cause friction and loses of 

mass, and when gets too weak gets rejected from the total mass. We think that the same 

electron is always there. Not true it is dynamic and changes through interaction. They 

continuously change orbit. Where does the electron go? This is fallacy of Stephen 

Hawking's, that black holes are big eating machine, wrong. Black holes are source of life 

through conversion and interactions with environments. The Mass is the difference 

between the gravitation and magnetic fields. (1:03). This one dimensional thinking has to 

become two and three dimensional. (if you loose more to your environment then your 

mass changes.)  These teachings have to keep to the correct way from the beginning.  

Keshe's e-books will be put on like "wikipedia" webpage, which the knowledge can be 

added to it. It will be dynamic. (1:22).  (1:35). The graphics of fields, reflect stars, the 

stars create "mirror" images that are only reflections. Reflection of galaxies are also out 

there, which don't exist but is only CuO, for example. A number of UFO's in the night 

sky are masked as flections of stars, and can be here in seconds. In fact they are mother 

ships. Getting ready to teach the Reality. Can show the plasma of a cancer. Can 



participate around the world with Health program. How phantom pain is created. Have to 

see how the Plasma of the cancer effects the emotions of man. In Fukoshima the tests 

proved that they can remove all radiation (and Calcium problem), but America 

government put pressure on Japanese not to release Keshe involvement. They don't want 

that information public. (1:55). They will not allow any information to be released. Will 

set up Keshe Foundation in USA. (2:09). Knowledge is not spread by words but by the 

essence of the soul.  

 


